
South Dakota CMA Scavenger Hunt

Scavenger Hunt Tasks
 1-Historical Marker Sign
 2-Large Animal Statue 
 3-State Park Entrance 
 4-Historic Church (over 100 years old)
 5-Motorcycle Dealership 
 6-Independent Motorcycle Shop
 7-State Line Sign 
 8-Lake / Beach / Boat Launch 
 9-Statue of a famous person
10-With a police officer / fire fighter
11-Theme Park 
12-Zoo / Aquarium 
13-Mini Golfing
14-Coin operated ride
15-Old car or truck (Pre 1960)
16-Mural 
17-Man in a straw hat
18-Tire/Wheel the size of a motorcycle 
19-Non Chain Coffee Shop
20-Elevation Sign 
21-Scenic overlook
22-Silo
23-Dollar General
24-Full Sized Train
25-Race Track
26-Fisherman in the act of fishing
27-Veterans Memorial
28-Pizza Ranch
29-Bike with Sidecar
30-Old Motorcycle Pre-1960



This is a great opportunity to share the GREAT news of Jesus Christ 
with our wonderful state. When you’re out completing tasks please 
make sure you’re wearing your colors, and if the task involves a 
third party explain to them who we are and what were about. 

-Each chapter will be presented with a unique stuffed animal.
-To complete a task, take a picture at the location. 

-Have 2 patched chapter members in picture
-Chapter stuffy in picture too. 

-Pictures of completed tasks can be emailed to:  
CMAEmpireRiders@gmail.com
-Put “CMA Scavenger Hunt” in the subject line. 
-Please include chapter name, the task number, the date and 
who was there.

-BONUS: The more the merrier! When completing a task if you 
have 4 patched chapter members it counts as 2, and if you have 6 or 
more chapter members in the picture it counts as 3! 

You can complete this hunt throughout the year. The winner will be 
announced at the state rally each year. Whoever completes the most 
tasks on the list will be the winner. In the event that there is a tie 
between chapters, state leadership has assigned a point value to each 
task based on difficulty, and that will be used as a tie breaker. 
Whoever has the most points wins.

 A trophy will be awarded to the winning chapter. The trophy will 
come back to the state rally the next year to be passed along to the 
next winning chapter. The trophy will be made of motorcycle bits 
and the winning chapter is expected to make a small addition to the 
trophy while its in their care. 


